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The Rabbi’s Desk
“Asher bachar banu mikol ha’amim” – “Chosen-ness”
The notion of chosen-ness is a difficult one with which to come to terms.
Having just addressed the topic with our sixth graders, I can tell you that
none of them believes that the term means that we are better than anyone
else in any way. But we are fortunate to have been charged with a purpose,
a uniquely Jewish mission. We have been chosen, in having been given
the Torah, to carry a message into the world. That message is about the
way God wants us to live as human beings. Our obligations as Jews
(mitzvot) are about modeling certain kinds of behavior for others, like welcoming the stranger and
protecting the vulnerable.
Sometimes our concept of “chosenness” can be a source of resentment for others. Either we
are perceived as thinking we are superior, or we are perceived as advancing values that are in
conflict with the values of others. We need look no further than the motivations espoused by the
man who entered a Pittsburgh synagogue with intent to kill because in his deranged mind Jews
welcome elements into this country that pose a threat to his way of life.
As we enter the season of Chanukah, I believe as firmly as ever in the mission for which we
have been chosen: to spread our light in the darkness through education and the modeling of
compassionate, loving and righteous behavior. We must fight back against ignorance, intolerance
and hate with enlightenment, acceptance and love. We must reach out more proactively than ever to
know our neighbors and let them know us. We must build alliances with community partners so we
can be there for them in their time of need, and they can be there for us just the same.
We can start small—as we have with the neighborhood that surrounds the OJC—but we
must think big. Our task is large, but we cannot afford to be intimidated or dissuaded from pursuing
its completion.
In essence, we have been tasked with being God’s shamash (helper candle) in the world. Our
light is there for one reason only—to raise up the lights that lay dormant within others.

Rabbi Craig Scheff
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From the President’s Pen: Gratitude
I’m again, as always, very late turning in this article for the Shaliach. Judy is so patient
with me. There is a specific feeling that this engenders in me: gratitude. Being grateful
for folks having patience with my imperfections is something I get a lot of practice at. It
would be even better if folks thought my imperfections were cute or endearing . . . that’s
fantasy . . . a different topic altogether.
Anyway, I want to speak about gratitude. I learned a lot about gratitude writing this article. Our traditions
and observances are focused on proclaiming our gratitude to God many times each day; every blessing we
recite is a thank you to God. We view everything in the world as flowing from the love and generosity of
God, so the first prayer we say upon arising is Birkot ha-Shachar, a litany of thank you’s to God for what we
have; we recite Birkat Hamazon, gratitude for the abundance that allows us to eat and be satisfied after we
enjoy the kiddush luncheon after services on Shabbat. There are b’rachot to recite for a new experience, for
drinking wine, for seeing a rainbow—and those are just the pretty well-known ones.
We call ourselves Jews . . . not Hebrews or Israelites. The term Jew comes from Judaism, from the tribe of
Judah or, in Hebrew, Yehuda. Yehuda was a son of Jacob, also known as Israel, and one of the 12 sons who
fathered the tribes of Israel. As in most traditions, names mean something. Yehuda means to praise or to
show gratitude. So, we are Yehudi, a tribe that knows how to show gratitude.
Yes, we know how to express gratitude to God. We do get lots of practice at that. Some in our congregation
are really good at applying that skill to showing gratitude towards their fellow congregants and the
community outside our congregation. And it’s really important. By giving thanks, we acknowledge the
goodness around us and encourage the potential for greater goodness in ourselves and our world. I’ve
decided I need more practice at gratitude, and there are lots of folks who deserve more gratitude.
As your president, I have opportunities to speak with you about my ideas. I’m going to take a lead from my
predecessors. Lloyd and Glenn both had signature themes to their comments prior to the weekly
announcements: Lloyd spoke about news and views from AIPAC and Israel affairs and Glenn took us on a
virtual tour of synagogues and churches around the country. Beginning in January, I commit to highlighting
members and groups in our congregation and our community and expressing our gratitude each week. I hope
my learning experience will remind all of us how important it is to make sure folks know how vital they are
to our OJC family.
I am grateful for something right now, though. Like every one of us, I am trying to come to grips with my
grief and fear and anger about the hateful, incomprehensibly evil act in Pittsburgh. I discovered this past
week, celebrating #ShowUpForShabbat, the healing power of gratitude. Thank you to our clergy, our
congregation and our community of friends and neighbors for the reassurance that we can overcome hate
with love.
Michael
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From the Educational Director’s Desk
In the past, Hanukkah celebrations were about dreidels, latkes and lighting the
menorah. Now, the holiday seems to be a stack of packages delivered from Amazon and
stores online at the front door. All the gift hype surrounding the Festival of Lights makes
me pause to wonder: When exactly did the victory of the Maccabees and the miracle of
the oil turn into a holiday of gift giving? In the age of the Internet, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, do we feel compelled to do more to create a sense of excitement about
Hanukkah because of the feeling of Christmas? Christmas fills our secular world with
beautiful music, wonderful lights, lovely decorations, good movies and friendly holiday cheer. But, do we
really need tons of gifts to celebrate Hanukkah joyfully?
Personally, I think it is essential to celebrate every holiday by looking through a Jewish lens. Hanukkah is
a time when Jews recall God’s miracles, such as the minuscule amount of oil that lasted eight days. We
remember the strength of the Jewish people in the present, as well as in the past, and the Maccabees’
spectacular victory of the few against the many. And the most important message is in the name of the
holiday itself: Hanukkah means dedication. When the Jewish people dedicate themselves to faith, action and
learning, Judaism is strong.
Truthfully, what people remember most about Hanukkah are not the gifts, which are unwrapped in a few
seconds, but the memories that were created: lighting the candles, playing dreidels, singing songs, eating
festive foods like latkes and sufganiot (jelly doughnuts) and inviting guests to celebrate. These traditions and
memories show our families that Judaism and Jewish continuity are important.
Hanukkah is a time for happiness and celebrating the miracles and the victories. Unlike the Maccabees,
most of us are not called upon to sacrifice ourselves in battle. However, we can still dedicate our lives by
connecting to Judaism in meaningful ways.
For Hanukkah, please join us when we light up the lives of others in our world at our Religious School’s
Mitzvah Mall on December 4th, pray with us when our school community leads Friday night services on
December 7th and come light your menorah together with our whole community after Shabbat on December
8th.
Our school offers so many ways to connect to your Judaism: join our 7 th graders to visit the seniors at the
assisted living at the Esplanade@ Palisades, come sing Hebrew songs at our Pre-school Party, be an adoptive
grandparent at Baking with the Bubbies and Zaydies, volunteer to be a Hebrew literacy mentor to one of our
students, come sing with Amichai, our Music Director, at a Carlebach Shabbat or learn with our rabbinic
intern, Jessica Fisher, during Religious School.
There are so many opportunities to dedicate to Judaism! Please see our flyers, visit the OJC website and
join our Facebook group at Families of the Orangetown Jewish Center.
May the miracle and victory of Hanukkah enlighten our religious consciousness, foster spirituality and
motivate our commitment to Jewish life.
My best wishes for a meaningful, memorable, happy Hanukkah, Chag Sameach,

Sandy Borowsky
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Be a Lamplighter, by Jessica Fisher, Rabbinic Intern
When I was in college the university had a big ceremony every year to light hundreds of twinkling
lights on the trees lining the campus’s central artery. Even on blustery, cold, and dark days, they always
made me smile.
In the midst of the shortest and darkest days of the year, Hannukah, too, comes to bring light to our
windows and illuminate that darkness. But we don’t need to wait for Kislev to find a celebration of light in
Judaism. Each Shabbat we read Psalm 97:
“Light is planted for the righteous and radiant joy for the upright” —"אור זרוע לצדיק ולישרי לב שמחה
Light is something we carry within us.
The Lubavitcher rebbe told a story of a Hasid who asked, “What is a Jew’s task in this world?” The
rebbe answered, “To be a lamplighter on the streets of the world. There used to be a person in each town who
would ignite gas street lamps with a light attached to a long pole.” The lamplighter used his own flame to
create more light in the world. The Hasid asked about a lamp in the wilderness or in the sea. The rebbe
answered that even in those places a Jew must be a lamplighter. The Hasid exclaimed, “But I do not see any
lamps!” The rebbe answered, “That is because you are not yet a lamp lighter. To be a lamplighter, one must
cleanse oneself, become more refined and then one sees the other as a source of light, wanting to be ignited.”
As the darkness outside creeps in earlier and earlier in the coming weeks, I hope we can remember
that a Jew is someone who sees the souls of other human beings as sources of light, waiting for us to share
our flame. Sometimes the souls are sitting in the chair beside you and other times they are in the wilderness
or in the sea, but they are out there, waiting to be ignited.

Some Practical Mitzvah Suggestions
1. Plant trees in Israel in honor of friends for specific occasions. Plant trees in Israel for no particular reason
at all.
2. Pick one night of Chanukah when you will want relief from the burden and craziness of giving gifts, and
donate the money you would have used for a gift to tzedakah. Buy extra gifts and give them to those who
would not otherwise have Chanukah presents.
3. Encourage your local bakeries and grocery stores to channel day-old and leftover foods for local pantries,
soup kitchens, and shelters for the homeless.
4. Downgrade a testimonial dinner to a dessert reception. Contribute the difference in cost to tzedakah.
5. Locate the Jewish elderly in non-Jewish old age residences and provide services for them.
6. If you are a grandparent, invite your grandchildren out for an afternoon when you can tell them tzedakah
stories from your own life, and that of your parents and grandparents to give them a good sense of the
continuity of this mitzvah through the generations.
7. Write an ethical will and put it in your safe deposit box. The document should contain your feelings about
what values you consider important as a Jew: caring, tzedakah, kindness, decency, etc. You might want to
consult Ethical Wills, by Riemer and Stampfer, Schocken Books.
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OJC ONGOING LEARNING
December 2018
Journey Group
Explore Mussar, Jewish self-improvement, with The Busy Soul and Rabbi Drill as your
guides.
Monday, December 3 at 11:00am

Intermediate Hebrew
Grow your language skills with Lisa Schwartz.
Tuesdays, December 4, 11 and 18 at 6:30 p.m.

“The Heart of Torah” by Rabbi Shai Held
A weekly informal, self-led study group
Wednesdays, December 5, 12, 19 and 26 at 7:30 p.m.

Text and Context
Parashat hashavua (weekly Torah portion) with Rabbi Scheff
Thursdays, December 6, 13, 20 and 27 at 10:30 a.m.
Connect to the weekly Torah portion through a literary and contextual analysis.

Darkeinu
Textual Traditions with Rabbi Craig Scheff
Thursdays, December 6, 13 and 20 at 7:30 p.m.

Torah n’ Treats
Join us as we share a meal and explore “The Bible’s 50 Greatest Ideas!”
Wednesday, December 12 at 12:30 p.m.

Pirkei Avot @ Panera
Join Rabbi Scheff for a monthly discussion of the Ethics of Our Ancestors.
Sunday, December 16 at 9:45 a.m. (Panera, Route 59 in Nanuet)
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Board of Trustees Meeting Summary 10.23.18

New/Old Business:


“Money is better than poverty, if only for financial reasons.” Woody Allen: Our Budget & Finance Committee
has begun to develop a 5-year financial plan. This is a critical need in such times of change and volatility in
synagogue membership, changing age demographics, and our need to ensure that we say ahead of trouble in
revenue generation and/or changing expenses. Developing our plan will take several months and involves indepth analysis and projection of potential expenses and revenues as well as the other opportunities and
challenges that may affect our budget and finances.



“It is up to us to live up to the legacy that was left for us, and to leave a legacy that is worthy of our children
and of future generations.” Christine Gregoire: The Harold Grinspoon Foundation Life and Legacy Initiative
program has begun. During the next few months, all of the teams from each of the Rockland Jewish organizations
will be trained in the details of the program and the experiences of the Grinspoon Foundation with prior cohorts
on what approaches work.



Welcome to our new member families!!! During the past few months, we have added new member families.
Welcome to Jeffrey and Anastazia Adams, Jack and Judy Bromley, Eric and Jessica Browner, Michael and Amy
Edelstein, Lindsey and Leon Haynes, Lewis and Jill Saperstein, Andrew and Lori Satran, Steven Schiffman, and Eric
and Laurie Zitofsky
o Find them, greet them, and help them find the OJC that speaks to them and their second home here with us.



By all accounts, Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services were very well attended, meaningful, spiritually
rewarding, and beautiful.
o Thank you to Mara Frankel and Matt Scheff for their wonderful chanting as Shelachim Tziburim in the main
sanctuary and daily chapel
o Thank you to our rabbis, Craig Scheff, Paula Mack Drill and Ami Hersh, for your tireless leadership and ruach
during the season of repentance and teshuvah, and during the High Holy Days of prayer and contemplation.
Thank you for your inspiring, challenging and comforting words and for your warmth and welcoming
demeanor. Our rabbis are 3 great reasons the OJC is the place to be on the High Holidays and every day.
o A special thank you to Arthur Sanders, Jay Singer, and Jeffry Horowitz for their services as gabbaim for our
dual services in the sanctuary and daily chapel. This is a daunting task, requiring close attention to many,
many details and continuing diligence, patience and diplomacy.
o Thank you to our choir, led by Ken Leff. Their beautiful melodies and harmonies always add to the joy and
emotion of the services.
o Thank you to the ritual committee, the greeters and coordinators (Maddy Roimisher, Aram Schwartz and
Helen Kuttner) for their warm and welcoming approach to greeting members, answering questions,
addressing concerns, and helping to get folks to where they could pray and observe the services according to
their wishes.
o Thank you to our members and families for helping us maintain decorum by keeping conversations in the
vestibule and lobby at a low noise level. This allows our fellow congregants to pray with kavvanah (focus,
attention and intention).
o We are currently analyzing the results of the High Holiday Survey and will share them as soon as they are
completed. While it’s good to hear what works well, it’s important to hear what aspects of our services could
use some improvement.
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Simchat Torah Honorees Gabi Lewy and Miranda Price
Sisterhood is so very proud of this year’s superb choice of Simchat Torah honorees
Gabi Lewy and Miranda Price. (We donated a beautiful cake created for the
occasion.) Our rabbis spoke eloquently in praise of these two individuals who
contribute so much of their time and energy for the betterment of their OJC
community.
Gabi worked with the OJC Helping Hands project, runs the Sisterhood Judaica Gift
Shop (with Carol Baker), sits on the Sisterhood Board, and participates in OJC
learning programs. She is a constant presence in and a “present to” our synagogue.
The OJC community watched Miranda grow into an accomplished young lady. This future Sisterhood
member offers her assistance with a smile to the Religious School and the Youth Group. And she does all
that while achieving success in her scholastic and athletic endeavors.

Yasher Koach Gabi and Miranda!
Havdalah Sisterhood Shabbat – December 15
Sisterhood women will lead a Havdalah services and dinner will be served between Mincha and Maariv
(there is no charge). Join us for this opportunity to pray and sing in community and together welcome a new
week.

Sisterhood Seeks OJC Member Business/Professional Practice Sponsorships for 2019
Mishloach Manot Fundraiser – Watch for flyer as we get closer to Purim.
We are offering an opportunity to have your business/professional practice acknowledged together with
outside community business participants that support this fundraiser. Along with your family contribution
of $54, please consider an added $108 to have the name of your business featured in the Mishloach Manot
package.

Jewish Chorale KOL RINAH Performance Sunday, December 16 at 11:30 AM at the
Shames JCC on the Hudson, 371 South Broadway, Tarrytown, New York
Sisterhood member Nancy Steckler and Office Assistant Deb Klock will participate. Tickets are available at
kolrinahchorale.org or at the door. For additional information call 914.243.9059.
Nancy and Deb would love to see OJC faces smiling up from the audience!

Regards from the Sunshine State!

Tova Adesnik
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Men’s Club
Shalom Chaverim!
You all should be reading this just around December 1st. We are about to experience December 21st, Winter
Solstice, the shortest day of the year. The amount of sun you experience with Solstice depends upon your distance
from the equator. The further north you go, the shorter the amount of daylight. In New York, we have around nine
hours and in Alaska, the sun never rises at all.
On October 27th, American Judaism experienced one of its darkest days as 11 lives were cut short while they were
praying in Congregation Tree of Life in Pittsburgh, PA. This horrific event occurred while we were studying parsha
Vayeira, the story of Abraham welcoming strangers into his tent. The concept of being strangers and welcoming
strangers is imprinted on the Jewish soul, burned into our collective memory. In Pittsburgh, they were merely trying
to celebrate the Shabbat of the Refugee and for that reason, a deranged and fearful individual targeted that
particular congregation. Dark days indeed.
But as the darkness comes, we kindle our own lights. In our pain, our neighbors reached out and we were comforted
by the support of Americans who practice other religions (or none at all). We all teared up when the Dominican nuns
walked into services to show their support and love at the Shabbat following the events in Pittsburgh. We also felt
gratitude for the additional protection afforded by the Orangetown Police Department and the NYS Troopers. As
Rabbi Drill said, the best way to honor the dead is to do what we do best—live (and eat – though she didn’t say that
part).
When our daughter Eliana was in kindergarten, we had a talk about the December dilemma – the talk about why our
neighbors had these beautiful lights on their homes and these amazing Christmas trees when we had nothing more
visible than our chanukiah. She told us, “That’s ok, let them have those lights – ours are on the inside.” We’ve been
thinking about what it takes to keep that inside light going – how we all need to reach out to replenish the fuel, to
resist the voice that tells us to stay in bed with our heads under the covers, to close our eyes and hope it all goes
away. It won’t.
But we can reach out and in doing so, rekindle our own light.
November 18th was our Mitzvah Day. We fed the homeless, gathered clothing for those less fortunate, cleaned up
Independence Park, donated blood, visited at the Esplanade. All told, it was a day in which we came together to try
to fix the world, Tikkun Olam, in concert. It was a wonderful day to experience.
How befitting is it now that Hanukkah 2018 (which surprisingly always seems to fall on the 25th of
Kislev) falls on December 2nd? The Festival of Lights comes upon us during a very dark hour. The holiday
commemorates the rededication of the Temple in Jerusalem during the second century BCE, where the Jews, under
the Maccabean revolt, rose up against the Greek oppressors.
Today, we are very lucky to be living where we do. The United States is a pluralistic society set up by the founding
fathers so all could live in equality and free of fear. The system itself is not perfect, but it is the best one there is.
The OJC has its arms open wide to the community, just as Abraham did thousands of years ago.
Keep the light shining!

Alan
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Tanakh Thoughts

by Marty Cohen

Last month we looked at the Phoenicians, a Semitic people who lived in what is today Lebanon. The
Phoenicians were in the extreme west of the Semitic civilization, which followed the earlier Sumerian
civilization in the fertile region of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
If we look a bit eastward from the Phoenicians, we come to a group of peoples known as the Aramaeans. In
the course of 1500 years or so, from about 2000 BCE to 500 BCE, they formed many kingdoms, none of
them ever very large or powerful, that came and went as time went by. Today, they are mostly remembered
by the language they spoke known as Aramaic. Aramaic is a Semitic language, related to all the others that
we know of (e.g., Hebrew, Babylonian, Assyrian, Moabite, etc.) with differences between languages mostly
being the vowels that were used but not written down.
As the Assyrians expanded their cruel empire (c. 700 BCE), they conquered many peoples who spoke
different Semitic languages. For convenience, they adapted Aramaic as the “universal” language of their
empire and all official business was carried on either in their own Assyrian or in Aramaic. As time went by
and the Assyrian empire was followed by the Babylonian, Persian and Greek empires, Aramaic remained the
lingua franca and all peoples of the entire Mesopotamian region not only understood Aramaic but made it
their primary language.
This trend affected the Judeans as well. Though some remembered Hebrew, and though many prayers and
written Torahs might still use the ancient mother tongue, all Jews of this region were primarily speakers of
Aramaic by 400 BCE or so. Therefore, the final books that were issued and eventually became canon
increasingly began to use Aramaic words, and some were even written partially in Aramaic (e.g., the Book of
Daniel). The Tanakh was translated into Aramaic in versions known as the Targums. Many prayers, very
familiar to us now such as the “Kaddish” and “Kol Nidre,” were written originally in Aramaic and are still in
that form today in the prayer books. The traditional marriage contract, the Ketubah, is still written in
Aramaic.
Aramaic reached its zenith in usage about the time of the rise of Islam. At that time, another Semitic
language, Arabic, began to become more widely used and Aramaic began to decline. Scattered throughout
the Middle East, there are still pockets of Aramaic speakers. Saddam Hussein, among others, wanted to
replace Aramaic completely with Arabic and this trend continues in the Arab world. Before long, the only
Aramaic speakers left may be Jews, using Aramaic for religious purposes.
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JUDYISMS
In my last article, I promised you something substantial for this month. Well, I lied. If you are among my very
few loyal followers (and don’t lie and say you are when you aren’t—that would make liars out of many of us and
not just me), you will undoubtedly realize that I NEVER bring you anything substantial in the Shaliach. At least
not in my very own articles. Whatever else you may read in this newsletter you can be sure it’s (1) at least
partially true (2) composed by someone other than me and (3) been through numerous lie detector tests supplied
by our local police force and guaranteed to be at least somewhat reliable. This means that the only article you can
suspect of being less than verifiably accurate is mine. How much does that bother you, you may ask. To tell the
truth (something I rarely do, obviously) it bothers me not a whit. (Look up “whit” in your Funk & Wagnall’s if
you still have one, and tell me what it means. I have forgotten.)
Moving on amidst this morass of ignorance, falsehoods, literary pretensions, and other whits of truth-stretching, I
find it difficult to move at all, mainly because the multiple examples of ignorance, falsehoods, literary
pretensions, and truth-stretching are liberally strewn about the landscape, vying for space with a few scraggly
trees and one or two droopy bushes (not to be confused with the Bushes of previous presidential election years
who are many things, but not especially scraggly, though by now they may be a bit droopy). These items take up
space, as you may know from having read and possibly collected my previous Shaliach articles, unless, more
realistically, you’ve thrown them out, recycled them, or disguised them as works of literature and consigned them
to your bookshelves where they will possibly remain until you sell your house and all that is within it. My guess
is that most of you have thrown them out, while the few environmentally conscious among you have actually
recycled them, despite the odor. We can discuss the odor some other time.
Having successfully navigated the ignorance, falsehoods, etc., we now come to the heart of the matter but before
we do, we need to determine if, indeed, there is a matter. Matter is defined by scientists (which I am not nor have
I ever been one) who usually do not lie. They may speculate, but your Funk & Wagnall’s differentiates between
speculation and outright lying and concludes (with many examples, some illustrated in living color) that outright
lying is much more fun than speculation and leads to fewer things that need proof. Therefore, scientists who
define matter usually don’t especially matter, unless, of course, you are married to one (I am) and he claims to
matter. Matter is further defined as stuff that actually exists, as opposed to the stuff your dreams are made of and
about which many popular songs have been written. This is all ephemeral (another word to look up) and usually
consists of that which is ephemeral. Now you have two tasks. Look up ephemeral and then look it up again and
see if you come to differing conclusions. If that doesn’t confuse you enough, try looking up
antidisestablishmentarianism just for kicks but be sure you spell it right.
It occurs to me that being part of the twenty-first century means that a dictionary, unless it is on line, which is a
completely different matter—watch out for that word “matter” as it seems to crop up frequently in this article—is
a thing of the past. A heavy thing, to be sure, but that doesn’t “matter” unless you fling one at somebody with the
intent of causing bodily harm. That can be a “matter” for the aforementioned local police, unless, of course, you
have managed to kill someone with your dictionary and then it becomes a “matter” for more than just local
authorities. Big guns may be called in but don’t let them intimidate you. A well-flung, heavy dictionary can beat
the daylights out of a big gun, unless, of course, it’s a howitzer, in which case run for your life and don’t take the
dictionary with you. It will impede your progress.
This brings me to the end of this article, and none too soon, as I can see out of the corner of my eye that police
units are already stationed in front of my house and they are armed with the biggest dictionaries you sever saw.

Judy Cohen
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Journey Group
A unique learning experience at the OJC

Living meaningfully
Cultivating gratitude
Practicing ethics

We are all

on our own Jewish
journey. Learning together
supports us on the way. If you have
wondered about this class for years,
come and join us in December to see
what it’s all about.
If you can imagine growing Jewishly and
personally in a safe and comfortable circle of
learners, then maybe this is your year to join
the Journey Group!

Study the texts of Mussar – Jewish self-improvement.
Our textbook is Rabbi Terry Bookman's The Busy Soul.
Copies of the book are available through Rabbi Drill for $20.

Commit now to this journey and
we will all be the richer and wiser
for your participation.
Participate with us for the first session of the year -- decide
then if you would like to join us. If you have questions or want to RSVP, email
rabbi.drill@theojc.org or call 359-5920 x8.

Monday mornings, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
December 3, 2018, January 7, February 4, March 4, April 1, May 6, June
3, 2019
13

The Catering Committee
If September 2018 was a month of holidays, then October was the month of simchas with Bar/Bat Mitzvah services
and birthday celebrations to share with family and community. We started the month with Simchat Torah and ended
with a birthday with 6 B’nai Mitzvot and a congregational birthday celebration in between.
We applaud the efforts and achievements of Mason Anton, Mikaela Kraus, Sia Laddis, Olivia Pennock, Samuel
Sanders, and Sarah Weissberg. Mazal Tov to them and their families!
We thank the following families for their sponsorships:
Craig & Sabrina in honor or Mikaela becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Scott & Yiqui in honor of Samuel becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Jodi & Edward in honor of Mason becoming a Bar Mitzvah
The Weissberg family in honor of Sarah becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Dimitri & Ivanya in honor of Sia becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Jeff Lance in honor of his birthday
We celebrated our congregants with September and October birthdays. We appreciate the sponsorship of this event
by: Deanne & Jack Boris, Rabbi Drill, Rosalie Eckstein, Fayne Frey, Ron Hirsch, Glenn Hirsh, Pam Horowitz, Marilyn
Klein, Jeff Lance, Janet Miller, Stephen Nemeroff, Javier & Rebecca Rosezwaig, Gail Sanders, Norman Schaumberger,
David Schlossberg, Michael Schoenbart, Aram Schwartz, Esther Schulman, Alden Smith, Lorraine Spivak, Carolyn
Wodar, and Harriett Wolf
Our October kiddushim were catered by Harold’s, Nachas, and Signature Creations Caterers. We
thank them for feeding us so well. Please consider our caterers when you are planning your personal events. Talk to
Diane Goldstein for their contact information.
Join us for our next Birthday Shabbat on December 1st, when we celebrate the November and December birthdays.
If you celebrate in November or December, please join your friends in sponsoring the Kiddush. Please send your
checks for $36 or more to the OJC: attention Birthday Shabbat.
See you at the Kiddush table.
The Catering Committee

Save this Date!!
OJC Sisterhood will celebrate Tu B’Shevat on Monday, January 21, 2019, at 6 PM. Watch
for upcoming details.

Save this Date Also!!
This is just a reminder to save the date of your birthday, whenever it happens to be. Save it
for pure enjoyment, regardless of age (unless you’re a kid), and no regrets.
14
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OJC Religious School’s 2nd Annual

MITZVAH MALL
Saving the World—
One Present at a Time!

Tuesday, December 4, 2018
The Simcha Room will be filled with booths, each representing a local, national, or international charitable
organization that makes our world a better place. For your child’s small donation ($1--$3), he or she will receive a
holiday card to give as a gift, indicating how the donation helped that organization make a real difference. There will
be many options of organizations from animal rescue to anti-bullying. ALL classes will visit the MITZVAH MALL
during Religious School so don’t forget to bring money to buy gifts for everyone on your shopping list! We welcome
the parents and OJC community to join us anytime from 4:30to 6:30pm.
Shop for the holidays and help save the world, gift by gift! Donations can be made to the following organizations:
HI-TOR ANIMAL SHELTER: helps provide a space where adoptable animals are sheltered in comfort, safety and
security and promotes responsible pet ownership through education.
CHALLENGER LITTLE LEAGUE: this division of Little League enables boys and girls with physical or mental
challenges to enjoy the game of baseball.
MALLORY’S ARMY: HELP THE FIGHT AGAINST BULLYING. “Don’t just teach kindness . . . be kindness.”
RHODA BLOOM FOOD PANTRY: helps alleviate hunger in our community. This food pantry delivers kosher food
to anyone in need in Rockland.
WORLDWIDE ORPHAN’S FOUNDATION: transforming the lives of children and communities in need by
providing education, medical care and psychological support.
SHOES THAT FIT: provides new shoes and shoes to children in need.
VALIDATION PROJECT: international organization works with teenagers in 105 countries to solve social issues,
providing one-on-one mentoring and a pro-kindness curriculum for schools.
CARMEI HA’IR: provides food for hungry Israeli schoolchildren. “All that are hungry shall eat.”
CANINES FOR KIDS: provides assistance dogs for children 12 and under who are autistic or have hearing or other
physical disabilities.
BACK TO SCHOOL WITH DIGNITY: (People to People)—school supplies for at-risk children.
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BAKING WITH THE BUBBIES
(and the Zaydies, too)
WHO:

Children in grades K-2, grandparents
& "want to be" grandparents

WHAT: Mitzvah Muffins for Helping Hands
WHERE: OJC RELIGIOUS SCHOOL-Simcha Room
WHEN: TUESDAY, December 18, 2018 at 4:30pm
WHY: A guaranteed, fun intergenerational good time.
Please RSVP to Sandy Borowsky at OJCSchool@gmail.com
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Save the Date
Chanukah Celebration

Join us for the event of the season!
Let in the light of the holiday with your favorite
Chanukah menorah and your OJC community,
eat some latkes and sufganiyot (donuts),
and sing songs
The incomparable singer/song writer/rapper,

Ari Lesser
will perform for children and adults!
Saturday, December 8, 2018
5:30 pm, Following Mincha, Maariv and Havdallah
22
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The beloved sister of Sibyl Paley
Frieda Seidner (HSMF)

IN MEMORY OF: REMEMBERED BY:
Emmanuel Alper
Augusta Asch
Nathan Asch
Mollie Baker
Milton Berkowitz
Francine Dymond
Sophie Epstein
Henry Fine
Abraham Getzler
Nathan Glick
Abraham Halpern
Claire Heck
Melitta Hess
David Hirsch
Hilda Hirsch
Sydelle Hirsch
Nora Kirschner Kahn
Charlotte Kaminsky
Joseph Kaplan
Sondra Kaplan
Leopold Katz
Gerald Kissler
Erna Koppel
Louis Krebs
Larry Krieger
Hyman Lapedis
Jack Rosen
Charles J. Rosenstock
Lillian Rosenstock
Kurt Rothschild
Arnold Schindel
Claire Schwarzwald
Henry Segal
Joseph Shorr
Ruth Shorr
Alvin Slavin
Roberta Slavin
Marvin Smith
Jordan Walerstein
Erna Weisman
David Winthrop

Susan Levine
Marvin Asch
Marvin Asch
Sherman Baker
Kenneth Berkowitz
Randi & Mark Dymond
Leonard Epstein
Beverly & Barry Yarkon
Miriam Getzler
Harold Glick
Sheila Bunin
Elaine & Jeffrey Heck
Karl Hess
Ronald Hirsch
Ronald Hirsch
Roberta & Bobby Hirsch
Ellen Froncek
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock
Rich & Sharon Kaplan
Leah & Barry Krantz
Jeffrey Katz
Glenn Kissler
Harold & Linda Koppel
Vera Boehm
Lewis Levine
Barbara Gillman Rosen
Barbara Gillman Rosen
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock
Helen Blum
Harriett Wolf
Janine & Steven Kolinsky
Arlene Teller
Bruce Machlis
Bruce Machlis
Cheryl Slavin
Cheryl Slavin
Alden Smith
Ronald & Gail Walerstein
Janice & Harry Fuld
Maurice Malin

The beloved father of Gail Friedlander
Barbara & Hank Rosen (CF)
Irving Anolik, beloved husband of Evelyn Anolik
Eileen Rogers (RSDF)
Yehuda Avivi
The Barnett Family (RSDF)
Selma Komitor, beloved mother of Randy & Barb Komitor
Renee & Len Epstein (RSDF)
Susan Komitor, beloved sister of Randy & Barb Komitor
Renee & Len Epstein (RSDF)

IN HONOR OF
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff upon the birth of their greatgranddaughter, Remy Blake
Joe Katz & Sheila Bunin (CF)
Miriam & Larry Suchoff upon the birth of their twin
grandchildren Abigail & Jonah
Sandy Borowsky and Family (RS – JBF)
Hymie & Nancy Rosa upon the birth of their grandchild
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (CF)
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Pillet upon the birth of their
grandchildren
Sharon & Kenny Fried (KF)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Egert upon the birth of their grandson
Sharon & Kenny Fried (KF)
Mitch Liner upon the adoption of Zach & Arielle
Beth Teich (ISF)
Jodi & Edward Anton upon their son Mason becoming
a Bar Mitzvah
Lesley & Richard Lefkowitz (RSDF)
Jody Sherman upon her son Ben becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)

IN MEMORY OF

Sally & Elliot Heller upon their granddaughter Margot
becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Isabel & Jonathan Stern (RDDF)

Lewis Arnold, beloved husband of Selma Arnold
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RDDF)
Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Lita Mustacchi (MRSF)

Scott Sanders & Yiqui Zhang upon their son Samuel
becoming a Bar Mitzvah
The Schiering Family (R)
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)
Joe Katz & Sheila Bunin (CF)
The Barnett Family (WEF)

Minnie Skop-Jacobs, beloved mother of Grace Marks
Ken Brown (R)
Tova &Barry Adesnik (R)
Frank & Carol Manzella (R)
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Ellen & Jay Rifkin (KF)
Carmel Rosenthal (RSDF)
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Judy & Jerry Marenoff (RSDF)
Leslie & Allen Levinson (RS)
Lesley & Richard Lefkowitz (RSDF)
Sandy Borowsky and Family (RS – JBF)
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)

Rhea & Murray Jacobs upon the B’nai Mitzvah of their
grandchildren
Maddy & Herb Roimisher (R)
Charles & Arlene Lavinsky upon their granddaughter
Sophie becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Thea & Bill Goldstein (RSDF)
Heddy & Fred Weissman (RSDF)

Gail & Jeff Sanders upon their grandson Samuel becoming
a Bar Mitzvah
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)
Joe Katz & Sheila Bunin (CF)
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Lorraine Spivak (RSDF)
Lorraine & Les Brown (RSDF)
Marilyn & Stuart Hazan (SMF)
Susan Baitler(R)
Barbara Brumer (RDDF)
Harriett Wolf (RSDF)
Marilyn Klein (KF)
Nina & Marvin Asch (RSDF)
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Judy & Jerry Marenoff (RSDF)
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (CF)
Sheila & Ben Zwerling (RSDF)
Staci & Jared Gelb and Family (RS)
Sandy Borowsky and Family (RS – JBF)
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RDDF)
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)

Sharon & Kenneth Fried upon the engagement of their son
Evan
Randi & Phillip Lesorgen (R)

Rhonda & Michael Plawner upon their granddaughter
Mimi becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Marilyn & Stuart Hazan (SMF)
Tova & Barry Adesnik (R)
Lorraine & Les Brown (RDDF)
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RSDF)
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (CF)
Carmel Rosenthal (RSDF)
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RDDF)
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)

Faye Dinowitz upon the marriage of her granddaughter
Kara to Micah
Joe Katz & Sheila Bunin (CF)

Barry & Fran Friedman upon their granddaughter Alexa
becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Barbara & Bruce Flanz (RSDF)

Dr. & Mrs. Phil Lesorgen upon the marriage of their son
David
Sharon & Kenny Fried (KF)

Marvin & Nina Asch upon their grandson Seth becoming a
Bar Mitzvah
Miriam Neuren (KF)
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)

Dr. & Mrs. Neil Eisler upon the marriage of their son Evan
Sharon & Kenny Fried (KF)

Gloria Brettner upon the upcoming marriage of her
daughter
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Carmel Rosenthal (RSDF)
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RSDF)
Eileen & Bart Bookman upon the marriage of their
daughter Blaire to Mat
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RSDF)
Leslie & Allen Levinson (KF)
Helene & Mitchell Levinson upon the marriage of their
daughter Janine
Rosalie Eckstein (R)
Bryna & Michael Schoenbart upon the marriage of their
son Adam to Marisa
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)

Selma Krupnik upon the marriage of her grandson
The Barnett Family (WEF)
Sandra & Martin Giller upon the marriage of their
granddaughter
Barbara & Hank Rosen (CF)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Serber upon the marriage of their
daughter Tracey
Sharon & Kenny Fried (KF)

Rebecca & Javier Rosenzwaig upon their 20th anniversary
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RSDF)
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Ron & Cecile Ruby Hirsch upon their anniversary
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (RSDF)

Rochelle Drill
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)

Lloyd Fishman upon being honored by Israel Bonds
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)
Jan & Rob Klein (R)
Pam Berg & Family (R)

IN APPRECIATION

Gabi Lewy, Kallat Torah
Staci & Jared Gelb and Family (RS)
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
The Barnett Family (WEF)
Carmel Rosenthal (CF)
Joe Katz & Sheila Bunin (CF)
Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Bill & Vera Boehm – Mazal Tov on your new home
Ellen & Jay Rifkin and Family (KF)
Rabbi Craig & Nancy Scheff upon Zaidy Neiman’s 100th
Birthday
Arnie & Sue Garelick (RSDF)

R’FUA SHLEMA
Pam Horowitz
Sherri & Tom Williger (WEF)
Barbara Brumer (RDDF)
Lita Mustacchi (MRSF)
The Barnett Family (CF)
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RDDF)

Rabbi Craig Scheff
Sherry & Ira Tackel (RSDF)
Jay & Ellen Rifkin (RSDF)
Miriam Neuren (RSDF)
Grace & Martin Marks (RSDF)
Cheri & David Levitan (RSDF)
Rabbi Scheff and Cheri Levitan
David & Rowena Hill (RSDF)
Rabbi Paula Mack Drill
Kenneth & Andrea Levine (RDDF)
Tova Adesnik
The Family of Sam Sanders (RSDF)
Sabina & Eliot Tyler
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RSDF)
Karl’s Aliyah
Ruth & Karl Hess (R)
Diane Goldstein
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock (KF)

SAVE THE DATE!
OJC SPRING GALA

Rhonda Plawner
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (CF)

DIAMOND JUBILEE

Michael Levine
Ronald & Gail Walerstein (WEF)

SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2019
6PM

Nolan Rappaport
Esther & Marshall Levy (RSDF)

HONORING

Eileen Lavin
Eileen Rogers (RDDF)

Elliot and Sally Heller
Rabbi Ami and Loni Hersh
Allen and Leslie Levinson

Norman Nadasdi
Esther & Marshall Levy (RSDF)

Plus
A special tribute to OJC’s Founding Members

Donna Goldman
Barbara Brumer (RDDF)
Blanche Infeld (RDDF)
Rita Weissberg (RDDF)
Lita Mustacchi (MRSF)
Marilyn Shimkowitz & Gladys Phillips (R)

For information, contact Amy Feldman Tollin at
ASFELDMAN36@GMAIL.COM
AN OJC FUNDRAISING EVENT

Donna, sister of Fran Gersten
Barbara & Hank Rosen (CF)
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A Family Story, by Richard Faerber
(as related to Marty Cohen)

I come from a background of Hungarian Jewry. During most of World War II, Jews in Hungary, while
suffering greatly, were spared from deportation and execution because the fascist Hungarian government was
allied with the Nazis.
As the war drew to a close and as the Russian armies were approaching Budapest, the Hungarian fascist
government collapsed and its army dissolved. German troops then moved in, occupied Budapest and other
sections of Hungary, and began the roundup of Jews for deportation to the extermination camps.
Our family had cousins, a mother, father, and three children, who were living in Budapest at this time. To
escape the deportations, they took to the roads leading out of Budapest. Along the way, a truck stopped and
someone got out and asked if they were Jews. Seeing no alternative and fearing the worst they admitted that
they were.
This story had a happy ending. In the truck were several Swedes – Sweden was then a neutral party – and
one of them was Raoul Wallenberg. They were asked for their names and they received Swedish visas that
enabled them to escape from their immediate danger and eventually they survived the war and came to the
United States.

Thank You, High Holiday Greeters!
To all of our High Holiday Greeters:
Once again, a very big “Thank You” to all of the volunteers who most graciously and willingly helped out
over the High Holidays, some even doing double shifts!
You are priceless and your dedication is inspirational.
Warmly,
Maddie, Helen and Aram

Youth of the Year Award
As in the past, the Men’s Club is sponsoring the “Youth of the Year” award in memory of Bruce Cowen,
who, for so many, exemplified the spirit of our community.
All students entering college as freshmen in 2019 are invited to submit an essay entitled “Community—What
It Means to Me and My Role Within It.” The winner will be honored at the Men’s Club Regional Dinner and
will receive a prize of $1000.
Submit all essays to the OJC office or to Dr. Marty Cohen at genesisx@optonline.net by January 15, 2019.
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THE CHESED COMMITTEE a/k/a GOOD & WELFARE COMMITTEE
Michael Pucci, on behalf of the OJC Board of Trustees, and Madeline Roimisher & Adele Garber, on behalf of the Chesed
Committee, would like to extend their

CONDOLENCES TO:
Selma Arnold upon the loss of her beloved husband, Lewis Arnold

CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Hymie & Nancy Rosa upon the birth of their grandchild
Michele & Michael Mosner upon the birth of their twin niece & nephew
Ivanya Alpert and Dimitri Laddis upon their daughter Sia becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Jody Sherman Feinberg and Richard Feinberg upon their son Benjamin becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Nicole Harris upon the B’nai Mitzvah of her daughters Jordan & Madison
Michelle & Alon Steiner upon their daughter Dylan becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Ellen & Steven Abrams upon their daughter Zoe becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Yiqui Zhang & Scott Sanders upon their son Samuel becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Gail & Jeff Sanders upon their grandson Samuel becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Marvin & Nina Asch upon their grandson Seth becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Rhea & Murray Jacobs upon the B’nai Mitzvah of their grandchildren
Rhonda & Michael Plawner upon their granddaughter Mimi becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Sally & Elliot Heller upon their granddaughter Margot becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Barry & Fran Friedman upon their granddaughter Alexa becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Harriett Wolf upon her grandson Freddy Jacob Norin becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Sharon & Kenneth Fried upon the engagement of their son Evan
Bryna & Michael Schoenbart upon the upcoming marriage of their son Adam to Marisa
Helene & Mitchell Levinson upon the marriage of their daughter Janine
Esther Schulman upon her new home
Bill & Vera Boehm upon their new home

To all of our 50+ years OJC Members:
Bertha Adelson
Alan Breiter
Reva Cohen
Zelda Heller
Lita Mustacchi
Gideon Panter
Richard Mathes
Marilyn Shimkowitz
Alex Sterman
Rita Weissberg

Ruth Barbash
Alma Brown
Rosalie Eckstein
Rhea & Murray Jacobs
Joseph Kosofsky
Rita Perlin
Maurice Malin
Mildred Scheps
Rosalyn & Irwin Portnoy
Janet & Jack Miller

Beverly & Morton Bloom
Marilyn Clements
Marri & Richard Faerber
Lillian Kalan
Marcia Levine
Eileen Rogers
Dolores Moscowitz
Frieda Seidner
Marcia & Bennett Silver
Barbara & Erwin Klugerman

Vera & William Boehm
Judy & Marty Cohen
Miriam Getzler
Roberta & Gary Klammer
Sandra & Herbert Klein
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff
Norman Wasserman
Barbara & Marvin Rosen
Leah & Morris Waitz
Sylvia & Norman Schaumberger

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO:
Madeline & Herb Roimisher (50th)

Rebecca & Javier Rosenzwaig (20th)

Hara Hartman & Michael Pucci (30th)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
Rosalie Eckstein
Renee Frankel
Elinor Singerman

Harriet Wolf
Cedine Issman
Lorraine Spivak

GET WELL WISHES TO:
Bess Koby
Joan Frank
Zeeva Greenberg
Deb Klock
Bart Bookman
Roz Portnoy
Gerald Marenoff
Morrie Brown
Sheila Bunin
Robert Lesserson
Alan Wertheim
Gail Moggio
Thea Goldstein
Vera Boehm
Barbara Gillman Rosen Lesley Lefkowitz

Miraim Neuren
Barbara Rosen
Carol Jacobs

Cathy Roimisher
Marie Getzler
Estelle Sollish

Judy Marenoff
Uri Hahn
Edna Singer
Beverly Bloom
Lita Mustacchi
Mordechai Seidner
Vinny Frankel
Richard Lefkowitz

Marilyn Klein
Robert Simpson
Sherman Baker
Elaine Binder
Leah Waitz
Melvin Marks
Barbara Levinson
Laurel Ellman

Deanna Boris
Carol Segal

Barbara Gillman Rosen
Jack Hirsch
Ben Lipton
Barbara Rosen
Pam Horowitz
Morton Bloom
Rabbi Paula Mack Drill
Murray Jacobs

Kindly let us know if you have an event/occasion you will be celebrating and we’ll be most happy to print it in
our next Shaliach.
Madeline Roimisher (845) 359-4846 and Adele Garber (845) 358-9121)
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Judy Cohen
Janet Miller

December Yahrzeits
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9

Louis Binder
Marcel Joseph
Betty Meisel
Charles Zlotogura
Leo Brown
Sarah Browstein
Steven Gertsman
Rebecca Lehman
Murray Pressman
Morris Erlish
Larry Goldberg
Manny Hartman
Karlene Rose McGuigan
Sara Lief
Marion Sirota
Sarah Wegodsky
Leonard Charney
Goldie Cohen
Sol Hirsch
Beatrice Siegel
Marion Soled
David Tollin
Abraham Barash
Francis Franzese
Shirley Goldstein
Harry Schiffman
Ida Dolman
Max Goldman
Herbert Levingston
Irma Lowy
Clara Boehm Stein
David Cohen
Jack Glick
Lee Rosenzweig
Herbert Bunin
William Cohen
William Furst

9
9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15

Irene Haas
Louis Schultz
Max Singer
Leo Dickson
Louis Kohn
Carl Perlin
Nettie Shimkowitz
David Abramson
Rose Day
Bernard Goldman
Thelma Klein
Jacob Rottenstreich
Marvin Turner
Herman Borowsky
Michael Furst
Mel Goldman
Paul Jacobs
Esther Judelman
Samuel Mantel
Sidney Rogers
Eva Shpiegelman
Jerome Stulberg
Benjamin Tremsky
Morris Bloom
Samuel Breiter
Luz Colon-Navarro
Frances Asch
Nathan Boris
Joan Feldman
Jean Gerstley
Estelle Laufer
Arthur Singerman
Nettie Sosis
Robert Brown
Leon Fram
Milton Kraus
Natalie Langsam

15
16
16
16
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24

Bertha Levine
Mollie Foladare
Helen Hlavacek
Michael Yarkon
Simon Polland
Jean-Claude Benguigui
Sarah Berkowitz
Doris Bernhard
Mel Burns
Regina Felberbaum
Irwin Kupferman
Jack Lavin
Evelyn Richter
Barbara Diamond
Michael Feinstein
Jack Hahn
Henry Rosen
Seymour Brumer
Marvin Cogan
David Grushewsky
Sylvia Cohen
Dr. Joe Dwek
Edith Fram
Moritz Mehler
Harry Meisel
Max Gerson
Jerry Jacobs
Sadie Lapedis
Gail Sterman
Melvin Klein
Ronald Lefcourt
Hyman Levine
Edgar Zorn
Yetta Gross
Enid Hershey
Robert Schwartz
Helen Wegard

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
31

Richard Dinowitz
Jack Green
Pauline Levine
Rose Plawner
Daniel Shapiro
Harry Umlas
Jordan Walerstein
Paul Blair
Harry Danow
Lee Lesserson
Eva Markman
Anne Kronberg
Minnie Shlakman
Abraham Zakarin
Harry A Berkowitz
Irving Rose
Joseph Sipper
Martin Skopov
Goldie Frankel
Leah Gelb
Minnie Heller
Samuel Kranes
Cary Krell
Max Scharf
Rosa Shaw
Solomon Spitz
Fred B Wolf
Isidore Adelson
Benjamin Bookman
Abe Shlakman
Judith Waitz
Bernard Blutstein
Abraham Foladare
Sidney Heck
Max Kohn
Sylvia Schnelwar

For cemetery information call
Gregg Brunwasser (973-291-4234) or
Jeffry Steinberg (201) 392-8604.
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HELPING HANDS
2018-2019
OJC volunteers will once again be serving dinners and preparing
lunches for those less fortunate who are sheltered at the Yaeger Health
Center in Pomona NY.
DATES: Dec 25 – 27
Feb 17 -19
TIME: 6:15 – 10:00 (2 shifts available)
WHERE: Helping Hands Warming Center at the
Yaeger Health Center, Pomona NY
WHO CAN VOLUNTEER: All adults, teens and youth under adult
supervision
QUESTIONS OR TO RSVP please contact:
Gabi Lewy – lewyg48@yahoo.com; CELL: 201-264-6629
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Back by Popular Demand
Family Havdalah and BINGO
@ the OJC
Saturday, January 26th, 2019
Fundraiser to support the OJC Religious School

Mincha will begin at 4:15
followed by a light supper
Ma’ariv & Havdalah
(led by our OJC Religious School students)
Then…B-I-N-G-O!
Cost: $10/person, $36/family, extra cards $2 each
Light refreshments will be served during BINGO
PLEASE RETURN THIS RSVP TO YOUR TEACHER BY JANUARY 16
Please direct any questions to OJCSchool@gmail.com
*It is IMPORTANT to return this form so we can order the appropriate amount of food*

Child’s Name: ___________________________________________________ Grade_______________
Phone #: ______________________________ Email: _________________________________________
Please check the appropriate response:
_____ We will be attending the Family Havdalah and light meal (NO CHARGE)
_____ We will be attending Family BINGO
_____# number of adults (age 13+)
_____ We are unable to attend
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_____ # of children (under 13 years)

A Blast from the Past (Summer 2003)
Thankful Thoughts from Your Intern (Paula Mack Drill!!)
My requirements for fourth year Rabbinical Internship have been met—I passed! Clearly, my thanks
go first to Rabbi Scheff, my mentor and our rabbi. He proved to be a challenging yet supportive
teacher. I learned from his feedback on my work, from watching him in action, and from his selfreflection on his own practice. When I am ordained as a rabbi (with God’s blessing and another year
of learning) I will carry with me so many experiences I gained this year at the OJC.
This column, however, is to thank all of you for so much of my learning over this year. You
welcomed me to your synagogue and your lives. I learned from each interaction And we began
relationships that I hope will continue for a long time.
Todah Rabbah to all of you who learned with me in Adult Education classes and during Shabbat
morning Iyyun Tefila. From my students I learned most of all.
Todah Rabbah to those of you who welcomed me into your life cycle events, both joyous and
sorrowful. I followed Rabbi Scheff to weddings, b’nai mitzvah lessons, funerals, bikkur holim and
shiva calls. In each situation, you appreciated my need to learn and taught by sharing your private
experiences.
Todah Rabbah to all of my students in the Religious School, my fellow teachers, Sandy, and all of
the parents. Religious School sure wasn’t this much fun when I was a kid! We laughed together
often but the learning ran deep. Perhaps I learned most of all from my fifth graders—I can’t stop
learning from them and plan to be their teacher next year when they are sixth graders!
Todah Rabbah to the families who learned and played while participating in the family education
program this year: PACT and Friday evening grade level services. I learned so much more than how
to do arts and crafts with you (though I certainly learned that too!). I learned about how families
thrive when they are learning and doing things Jewish together!
Todah Rabbah to the teens with whom I worked: my “handy-dandy” teenage assistants for PACT,
my fabulous Rosh Hodesh girls and my first-ever Bat Mitzvah student, Rachel. You are all terrific
teachers!
Todah Rabbah to the Tuesday morning minyan that refreshed, revitalized, and continually
challenged me to think and rethink the meanings of prayer and community. You all are a blessing to
the OJC.
And finally, Todah Rabbah to each of you who shared a smile, a laugh, a Shabbos hug, a supportive
tap on the shoulder. I am blessed indeed to carry the experience of a year at the OJC with me into
my rabbinate. I look forward to learning and celebrating with you in the future.

Paula Mack Drill
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